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Automatic Recognition of Bone for X-Ray Bone Densitometry
Abstract
We described a method for automatically identifying and separating pixels representing bone from those
representing soft tissue in a dual- energy point-scanned projection radiograph of the abdomen. In order to
achieve stable quantitative measurement of projected bone mineral density, a calibration using sample bone in
regions containing only soft tissue must be performed. In addition, the projected area of bone must be
measured. We show that, using an image with a realistically low noise, the histogram of pixel values exhibits a
well-defined peak corresponding to the soft tissue region. A threshold at a fixed multiple of the calibration
segment value readily separates bone from soft tissue in a wide variety of patient studies. Our technique,
which is employed in the Hologic QDR-1000 Bone Densitometer, is rapid, robust, and significantly simpler
than a conventional artificial intelligence approach using edge-detection to define objects and expert systems
to recognize them.
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Automatic recognition of bone for x-ray bone densitometry
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ABSTRACT
We describe a method for automatically identifying and separating pixels representing bone from those representing soft
tissue in a dual-energy point-scanned projection radiograph of the abdomen. In order to achieve stable quantitative
measurement of projected bone mineral density, a calibration using sample bone in regions containing only soft tissue must
be performed. In addition, the projected area of bone must be measured. We show that, using an image with a realistically
low noise, the histogram of pixel values exhibits a well-defined peak corresponding to the soft tissue region. A threshold at a
fixed multiple of the calibration segment value readily separates bone from soft tissue in a wide variety of patient studies.
Our technique, which is employed in the Hologic QDR-1000 Bone Densitometer, is rapid, robust, and significantly simpler
than a conventional artificial intelligence appmach using edge-detection to define objects and expert systems to recognize
them.
1. BONE DENSITOMETRY WITh y-RAYS
A large fraction of the female population will experience a substantial loss of bone density and increased risk of fracture
after menopause. The traditional method to measure bone density is to measure the attenuation ofboth a low energy (e0) and
a high energy ) monochromatic y-ray beam along a line 1 through the patient. The attenuation of a beam at energy e is
given by the measured value
A(e) = exp(—xB(e)L—p.(e)L) (1.1)
where B (e) and J.tT(e) are the linear attenuation coefficients of bone and soft tissue at energy e, and LB and Lr are the total
lengths of bone and tissue respectively along 1. Use of two values e0 and e1 for e gives two equations in the unknowns LB
and Lr which may then be determined and compared with standard values for a patient's weight and height. In practice,
many lines 1 =l are used and an overall bone mineral density is assigned to the patient corresponding to region of the spine.
The region may be identified and duplicated on a second scan of the patient if an image is obtained and recorded.
2. OSTEODENSITOMETRY WITH X-RAYS
In principle, X-rays and v-rays are identical, but while X-ray (electron-tube) sources have high intensity compared to v-ray
(isotope) sources, an advantage allowing decreased measurement times, it is difficult to obtain monochromatic X-ray beams
at fixed energies e0 and . Instead, it is most convenient to use broad-band low and high energy X-ray beams which are
centered about effective energy values e0 and . Moreover, each of e0 and may vary slightly with time.
As can be seen,1 X-rays can still be effectively used, provided that calibration/correction is done to remove drift and
fluctuations in X-ray intensity. To analyze X-ray or 'y-ray data bone images it is necessary to be able to distinguish
automatically those pixels which contain bone from those which do not. Thus one must solve the pattern recognition problem
of identifying bones automatically in a digital X-ray image such as that of Figure 1. To test the robustness of our methods,
we formed Figure 1 as a composite of 4 different radiographs into a 256 x 256 digital image.
3. PATTERN RECOGNITION; ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE VS. HISTOGRAM
Given an abdominal radiograph, such as in Figures 1-3, an untrained human observer can easily identify the bones. It is
believed that the human uses understanding of skeletal anatomy and would not be confused by the horizontal streaks in
Figures 1 and 2.
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The streaks present in these images are the result of the subject's breathing movement during the approximately five
minutes necessary for the raster-scanned system to obtain the data. This feature is not normally present on a conventional
single-shot radiograph, nor is it present in the image representing bone-mineral density, which is a linear combination of
these low-energy and high-energy images. We first tried, somewhat feebly, to take an artificial intelligence approach to
identify bones automatically by writing programmed rules understanding skeletal structure. An edge detector would first
delineate blobs of higher density and then expert system inference would be used to eliminate blobs due to noise or jitter
which would not have the right shape cording to rules of skeletal anatomy. This method did not seem to be working, and
was abandoned when a simpler approach was found to be successful, at least for low-noise cases such as Figure 3. The
simpler approach described below was unsuccessful on Figures 1 and 2, and if it were necessary to identify bones in these
Figures, perhaps an artificial intelligence approach as outlined above would be needed.
The specific algorithm described below is not the one actually used in the Hologic Bone Densitometer. Moreover, the
subject of Figure 1 was a lean male rather than a postmenopausal female. There were also changes in hardware and sampling
rate since this experiment was performed. Since our subject is a relatively lean male, the bone density is greater and the soft
tissue thickness is lower than might be expected in most female subjects. This also means a smaller fraction of the projection
is through fat which has a somewhat different coefficient of absorption than does muscular tissue. The combined result of
these is that with a typically broader soft-tissue peak and a lower bone peak, the separation of the two peaks is likely to be
considerably less pronounced than it is here. Even worse, in a typical elderly female patient, the bone peak in particular may
be so low and broad as to be difficult to define as a peak. The resulting peak tends to look more like a single peakwith some
irregular training on the right side.
As a result the method suggested here must be modified for more difficult cases, but the general approach is similar. The
mode of the first peak is the starting point to fix the lower limit for bone pixel values based upon a multiple (generally less
than one) of the modal value of the corresponding peak in the histogram in which a bone-standard is interposed in the beam
for calibration. Unfortunately, the bone peak is not reliable enough in a broad enough subset of the possible subjects to
permit our simple method to extract the bone standard directly. But the histogram technique is employed in an essential way
in the final product.
Figure 3 was obtained from Figures 1 and 2 by forming the normalized subtraction of the n x n images, (Figures 1 and 2
were obtained at two different X-ray kilovoltages - 7OKVP and 14OKVP)
xi =D(e1)—cD(e0) = logA(e1)—clogA1(e0) , (3.1)
where c is a constant, c J.Li )4tT(eo) and where x is the gray level in the i pixel of Figure 3, and D (e)=log A 1(e)
and A, (e) is the th measurement along the line l as in (1.1), e =e0 , . Note that as a result of the hardware, Figures 1 and
2 already represent the logarithm ofthe projected X-ray attenuation. From (1.1) we see that
xi = (c J-B (eo)—.tB(e1 ))LB (i)+(c pr(eo)—j.t(e1 ))Lr(i) (3.2)
where LB (i)(Lr(i)) is the length of the bone (tissue) along 1. Note that the coefficient ofLr(i) in (3.2) would vanish if the
low and high energy beams were strictly monochromatic but c only represents an effective or average ratio of
T(C i )/-tT(eO). We use c = 1.35 or c = 1.4 empirically in the sequel.
Since the measurements (1.1) of A, (e0) and A (es) are made almost simultaneously, the patient motion noisepresent in
Figures 1 and 2 nearly disappears after the subtraction (3.1) and is not visible in Figure 3.
We normalize x in (3.2) so that it has g =128 integer (gray level) values, 0, 1 , ... , g — 1 and form the histogram, h(k),
k=O, 1, ..., g—1 where h(k)is the numberofpixelsi in which thenormalizedx haslevelk. Sinceevery oneofthen x n
pixels must have some level k,
g—1: h(k) = nxn. (3.3)
k=1
A table of the histogram of Figure 3 is given in Figure 4 and a plot is given in Figure 6. Theg = 128 histogram values h(k),k =0, ... , g— 1 are listed in Figure 4 starting in the third row, h(O)= 27 1 , h(1)=1 1 , ... , h(127)=2, the last column giving the
last value of k in each row. The overall maximum of the unnormalized x was 1515.6, the minimum waszero and the ratio
c P.T(eO) used in (3.1) was c =1.35 indicated in the first row of Figure 4. (Use of c =1.4 gives similar results.) The
overall maximum value, max1, of h(k) occurs at k =k,,1 = 53 with max1 =h(k )=6185, and the second overall maximum
value max2 of h(k) which is separated from km1 occurs at k =k,,, =64 with max2 = h(k, ) = 2189. Thus except for
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fluctuations near k =0 and k =g— 1 the histogram values h(k) are essentially bimodal, i.e. there are typically two local
maxima, one corresponding to soft tissue centered at k and one to bone centered at k in this case. Note that if there were
more bone pixels than soft tissue pixels the higher maximum of h might occur at the higher value of k. The values k1 =26
and k2 =77 in the second row of Figure 4 were determiMd, as the first values for which the sum of the h(k) for k  k1 orfor
k  k2 first exceeded a threshold t, where we took I 512 for convenience. Then the overall maximum k was required to
lie in k1  km,  k2. Finally the second overall maximum k was required to lie in the union of the two intervals
k1 Thevalueb=Swasusedtokeep
k from lying tooclose tOkm1. OfCOUfS the aboveprocedureisadhoc in thechoiceofg=128, in the choice of t=512,
and in the choice ofb =5, but it is clear that some values ofthese parameters ought to work.
By the above procedure, two local maxima k and k are defined. The larger of these, k, corresponds to the center
of the bone pixels (the mode of the bone) while the smaller, corresponds to the center of the soft tissue pixels because
bone is denser than soft tissue. Placing a threshold at
k = k+t(k—k1) (3.4)
where 't= allows bone to be defined by k>k. Setting t= or- allows one to favor bone or soft tissue in the decision.
The different choices 't= , -, - give rise to the three sections ofFigure S which are blk-white, where white is placed in
any pixel where the normalized x, =k >k. It is clear from Figure 5 that the method works effectively.
The original image Figure 3 was sufficiently noise-free that no additional noise removal was needed in Figure 5. Cenain
noise could be removed by using an artificial intelligence or expext system approach; for example speckle noise or isolated
white pixels cannot correspond to bones and can be removed. However there are limitations on how much noise is tolerable
and indeed if the same procedure is tried using the histogram of Figure 1 or Figure 2 instead of the much-less.noisy
subtracted image in Figure 3 our technique fails. The main mason that the histogram technique fails to find the right
threshold in Figures 1 and 2 is that the threshold varies strongly among the composite parts. Even if one uses adaptive
thresholding by using local histograms to define a threshold which varies with position the technique fails on Figures 1 and 2
because of the jitter due to patient motion (breathing) which is removed in the subtrted image (Figure 3). Thus our method
has limitations and is only justified by its simplicity.
4. REFERENCES
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pp. 158-165, 1984.
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Figure 1. Low energy X-ray image of the spine. Note jitter due to patient motion. This is a composite of the spines of 4
patients, made for the purpose of testing robustness of the method.
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Figure 2. High energy X-ray image of the spine. Note jitter due to patient motion. This is a composite of the spines of 4
patients made for the purpose of testing robustness of the method.
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Figure 3. Subtiction of normalized low and high energy images. Note absence of jitter due to patient motion. This was
the data we used to distinguish bone from tissue.
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Table4. Table ofthe histogram ofthe nXn image ofFigure5, n=256. The g=128 histogram vahs are listed
beginning in the third line in sets of 4, hist(O)= 271, hist(12)= 1. The value of c in (3.1) is c = 1.35. The
maximum and minimum x are as shown in the first line. The values of ,k2, k ,k , max 1 and max 2 are
as in the second line (see
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Figure 5. Upper right is Figure 3. Other three sections correspond to the threshold values placed at 1/4, 112, 3/4 of the
distance from max1 to max 2• This shows that bone can be distinguished from tissue automatically.
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